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Abstract: Progress in fire safety science strongly relies on the use of Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) to simulate a wide range of scenarios, involving complex geometries, multiple length/time
scales and multi-physics (e.g., turbulence, combustion, heat transfer, soot generation, solid pyrolysis,
flame spread and liquid evaporation), that could not be studied easily with analytical solutions and
zone models. It has been recently well recognised in the fire community that there is need for better
modelling of the physics in the near-wall region of boundary layer combustion. Within this context,
heat transfer modelling is an important aspect since the fuel gasification rate for solid pyrolysis and
liquid evaporation is determined by a heat feedback mechanism that depends on both convection
and radiation. The paper focuses on convection and reviews the most commonly used approaches
for modelling convective heat transfer with CFD using Large Eddy Simulations (LES) in the context
of fire-driven flows. The considered test cases include pool fires and turbulent wall fires. The main
assumptions, advantages and disadvantages of each modelling approach are outlined. Finally, a
selection of numerical results from the application of the different approaches in pool fire and flame
spread cases, is presented in order to demonstrate the impact that convective heat transfer modelling
can have in such scenarios.

Keywords: heat transfer; convection; fire; modelling; CFD; LES

1. Introduction

The paper reviews the most commonly used approaches for convective heat transfer
modelling in the context of fires. Focus is given on numerical modelling using Computa-
tional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) with Large Eddy Simulations (LES) considering both pool
fires and turbulent wall fires (i.e., involving inert and/or combustible solid surfaces).

Progress in fire safety science, nowadays, strongly relies on the use of CFD for mod-
elling scenarios that would be either too expensive to conduct experimentally (e.g., large-
scale tests and/or performed repeatedly) or too complex, in terms of geometries, to analyse
with analytical solutions and zone model approaches. Nevertheless, most real-life fire sce-
narios (e.g., involving industrial facilities or high-rise buildings) pose extreme challenges
for CFD not only due to the different physical processes that need to be modelled (i.e.,
turbulence, combustion, radiation, soot, heat transfer, pyrolysis and flame spread) but also
due to the wide range of length and times scales involved [1].

Boundary layer combustion [2] is a canonical configuration in fire research and ap-
plicable to various fire scenarios encountered in everyday life. A good understanding of
the physics involved in such scenarios is essential and a pre-requisite for accurate and
predictive fire modelling. Modelling of such scenarios (e.g., involving evaporation of liquid
fuels and pyrolysis in the solid phase) can be quite challenging given the coupling between
the gas and solid phases [3] which greatly affect the (convective and radiative) heat transfer
to the fuel surface and the resulting fuel gasification rate [4]. The difficulties in convective
heat transfer modelling lie in the fact that the convective transfer coefficient is dependant
on various aspects including, e.g., the geometry of the problem (i.e., vertical, horizontal,
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inclined or complex surface), the type of scenario (i.e., involving natural, forced or mixed
convection) as well as on the type of fluid involved (i.e., gas, liquid). Given the above
mentioned aspects, no universal approach exists that can be used for modelling convective
heat transfer within the context of fire scenarios. Within the context of boundary layer
flows (i.e., momentum or buoyancy-driven), it is well accepted in literature that the grid
sizes in the vicinity of surfaces must be millimetre-sized (i.e., values of y+ ≈ 1 for wall-
resolved simulations) for accurate convective heat transfer modelling [5]. On top of that,
there are additional challenges involved in such scenarios including that the flows have
low-to-moderate Reynolds numbers, for which the theory for turbulent boundary layers
does not strictly apply, and that multi-physics phenomena (i.e., turbulence, combustion,
radiation and mass transpiration) require accurate near-surface modelling.

Accurate modelling of the physical processes involved near the surface of pool fires or
(flammable) walls is an active area of research in the literature [6]. When it comes to liquid
pool fires, the influence of convection and radiation is often comparable for pool diameters
up to D < 0.3 m [7,8]. The importance of convection decreases for 0.3 m < D < 1.0 m until
radiation becomes the dominant mode of heat transfer, with respect to the heat feedback
to the fuel surface, when D > 1.0 m [9] due to mass transpiration effects (i.e., blockage
in the convective heat fluxes due to fuel vapours leaving from the pool surface) [10].
Convection can also be important in scenarios involving flame spread, more specifically
in the downstream flaming zone as well as on the early stages when pre-heating of the
flammable surface occurs [11]. Recently, heat transfer modelling was also shown to greatly
affect the burning behaviour of flammable walls depending on the approach used to model
convection [12]. Nevertheless, the influence that convective heat transfer modelling can
have in flame spread scenarios has not yet been extensively reported in literature. In general,
there are still limited experimental data of individual heat flux components (i.e., convective
and radiative) available for flame spread scenarios due to difficulties/uncertainties in
the experimental measurements. Validation of CFD codes is then typically performed
considering small-scale experiments where some experimental data are available (e.g., [13]).

The required CFD grid sizes for accurate fire plume modelling are typically in the
order of centimetres [6]. Nevertheless, the required grid resolutions required within the
boundary layer region (i.e., mm) for accurate convective heat transfer, even with today’s
computers, can often be prohibitive for practical fire scenarios due to the wide range of
length and time scales involved. In the context of LES, modelling of the boundary layer flow
either involves fine-grained simulations (i.e., the flow field near the wall is well-resolved)
or the use of wall functions and empirical (experimental) correlations that model the region
near the wall (i.e., the flow near the wall is unresolved). An overview of these modelling
approaches is presented in the paper.

2. Newton’s Law and CFD Equations

An overview of Newton’s law of cooling that governs convection as well as of the fun-
damental equations, typically solved by CFD codes within the context of LES, is presented
in this section.

2.1. Newton’s Law of Cooling

Convection is the process of heat transfer between a surface and a fluid in motion and
is governed by Newton’s law of cooling which is expressed as:

q̇
′′
c =

q̇c

A
= h(Tw − T∞), (1)

where q̇
′′
c is the convective heat flux, q̇c is the rate of convective heat transfer, A is the area

where heat transfer occurs, h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, Tw is the surface
temperature and T∞ is the temperature of the surrounding fluid. The convective heat
transfer coefficient, h, can be defined as the rate of heat transfer between a surface and a
fluid per unit surface area per unit temperature difference.
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The classification of convective heat transfer typically includes:

• Natural or free convection: fluid motion results from heat transfer and its resulting
density differences (i.e., buoyancy),

• Forced convection: flow motion produced by an external agent (e.g., fan, pump),
• Mixed convection: combination of both forced and natural convection.

In general, the complexities associated with modelling convection are due to the
dependency of the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, not only on the fluid properties
(e.g., thermal conductivity, dynamic viscosity, density) but also on the surface geometry
(e.g., horizontal, vertical) as well as on the type of flow (e.g., natural or forced convection).
Typical values of the convective heat transfer coefficient encountered in different types of
applications can be found Table 1. It is worth noting that the presence of a medium is a
prerequisite for convection to take place (i.e., as well as for conduction but not necessarily
for radiation). Additionally, any convection scenario involves conductive heat transfer as
well, occurring in a thin layer in the vicinity of the surface, since the fluid velocities there
are zero (i.e., non-slip boundary condition between the fluid and the surface).

Table 1. Typical values of the convective heat transfer coefficient [14].

Application h
(W/(m2 · K))

Natural convection
Gases 2–25

Liquids 100–1000

Forced convection
Gases 25–250

Liquids 50–20,000

A brief overview of convective heat transfer, h, values reported in literature in the past
for pool fires and flame spread scenarios, is presented below.

• Pool fires: Values in the order of h/cp = 0.008 kg/(m2· s) have been reported for pools
without lips while h/cp = 0.0065 kg/(m2· s) for more turbulent fires with lip [15] (i.e.,
where cp = 1 kJ/(kg · K). The higher reported values for the cases without lip stem
from their higher laminar heat transfer near the base of the pool [16].

• Flame spread: Under steady-state conditions, values of h = 15.9 W/(m2· K) have
been reported by Mitler et al. [17], in the order of h = 17–18.2 W/(m2· K) by
Tewarson et al. [18] while an asymptotic value of h = 18 W/(m2· K) was obtained from
measurements conducted by Orloff et al. [15,16]. Finally, a value of h = 14 W/(m2· K)
(i.e., a typical value corresponding to natural convection) has been used by Quin-
tiere [19] in his modelling of the burning behaviour of PMMA. During steady-state
conditions, it has been reported that radiative heat transfer accounted for approxi-
mately 75–80% [20] (or 75–87% in [21]) of the total heat fluxes in scenarios involving
upward flame spread over PMM slabs. This implies that convection is expected to
contribute to approximately 15–20% in the total heat transfer.

2.2. CFD Governing Equations

Within the context of fire modelling, most CFD codes (e.g., [22,23]) solve the filtered
Navier–Stokes equations, along with transport equations for species mass fractions and
sensible enthalpy, using Favre-filtered quantities. An overview of the main governing
equations [24–26] (i.e., focusing on the gas phase only), often employed by CFD codes, is
presented below.

• Continuity:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρũ) = 0 (2)
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• Momentum:

∂(ρũ)
∂t

+∇ · (ρũũ) = −∇p +∇ ·
[

µe f f

(
∇ũ + (∇ũ)T − 2

3
(∇ · ũ)I

)]
+ ρg (3)

• Chemical species:

∂(ρỸk)

∂t
+∇ · (ρũỸk) = ∇ ·

[
ρ

(
Dk +

νsgs

Sct

)
∇Ỹk

]
+ ω̇

′′′
k , (k = 1, ..., Ns − 1) (4)

• Sensible enthalpy:

∂(ρh̃s)

∂t
+∇ · (ρũh̃s) =

Dp
Dt

+∇ ·
[

ρ

(
α + αsgs

)
∇h̃s

]
−∇ · q̇′′r + q̇′′′c , (5)

where ρ is the density, u is the velocity, p is the pressure, µe f f = µ + µsgs is the
effective dynamic viscosity, µ is the molecular viscosity, µsgs = ρνsgs is the sub-grid
scale viscosity, I is the identity tensor, g is the gravitational acceleration, Yk is the
species mass fraction, Dk is the species mass diffusivity, Sct is the turbulent Schmidt
number, ω̇

′′′
k is the species reaction rate, Ns is the number of chemical species (i.e.,

typically solving for Ns − 1 species and obtaining N2 from mass conservation), hs is
the sensible energy, α is the thermal diffusivity, Prt is the turbulent Prandtl number,
q̇
′′
r is the radiative heat flux, q̇

′′′
c = ∆Hc · ω̇

′′′
F is the heat release rate per unit volume

due to combustion and ∆Hc is the heat of combustion of the fuel.

The sub-grid scale thermal diffusivity is calculated as:

αsgs =
µsgs

ρPrt
. (6)

The assumption of a unity Lewis number is often employed by CFD codes (i.e.,
Le = α/Dk = 1), effectively using the effective thermal diffusivity for the diffusion in both
the species (i.e., Equation (4)) and sensible energy (i.e., Equation (5)) equations. Differential
diffusion effects are often neglected (i.e., Dk = D) since turbulent transport is more
dominant than molecular diffusion for typical fire-related scenarios. Finally, the turbulent
Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are also often assigned the same value (i.e., Sct = Prt).

The use of sub-models for closure of some of the terms involved in the governing
equations (i.e., µsgs related to turbulence, ω̇

′′′
k related to combustion and q̇′′r related to

radiation) is required. Some widely-used models in fire modelling include the constant
Smagorinsky [27], the dynamic Smagorinsky [28] and Deardorff [29] turbulence models,
the Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) combustion model [30] and the Finite Volume Discrete
Ordinates Method (fvDOM) combined with either the constant radiative fraction approach,
the grey gas model or the Weighted Sum of Grey Gas Model (WSGGM) [31] for modelling
absorption/emission. A detailed presentation of these models is considered outside the
scope of the paper.

The convective heat transfer models, presented later in the paper, are typically imple-
mented in CFD codes as boundary conditions for the sub-grid scale thermal diffusivity, αsgs,
in the sensible enthalpy equation (i.e., Equation (5)) [22]. Hence, convective heat transfer
will directly influence the diffusivity of enthalpy (i.e., temperature field) in the near-field
region of a surface (i.e., as well as the diffusivity of species if a unity Lewis number is
employed in the modelling). The procedure through which the convective heat flux, q̇

′′
c , is

linked to the sub-grid scale thermal diffusivity, αsgs, is presented below.
The effective thermal diffusivity, αe f f , is calculated based on the convective heat flux

predicted from the corresponding approach as follows:

αe f f =
q̇
′′
c

ρcp
dT
dn

, (7)
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where αe f f = αsgs + α, ρ and cp are the density and the specific heat evaluated at the surface
temperature, respectively, n denotes the direction normal to the surface and dT/dn is the
temperature gradient based on the temperature of the first grid cell next to the surface and
the surface temperature.

The sub-grid scale thermal diffusivity, αsgs, is then calculated by subtracting the
molecular thermal diffusivity, α, from the effective thermal diffusivity, αsgs, as:

αsgs = αe f f − α. (8)

Finally, the convective heat fluxes, regardless of the method employed to estimate
them, will be calculated as:

q̇
′′
c = ραe f f cp

dT
dn

, (9)

where the term ρcp
dT
dn is essentially cancelled between Equations (7) and (9).

3. Main Modelling Approaches

An overview of the main approaches, often employed by fire-related CFD codes, for
modelling convective heat transfer is presented here. These approaches involve either
calculation of the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, or of the convective heat fluxes, q̇

′′
c ,

directly. Note that the approaches presented here can be applied to both non-reacting (i.e.,
not involving combustion or burning surfaces) and reacting scenarios.

Modelling of convective heat transfer, in the context of fire plume and flame spread
scenarios, is a complex topic involving several modelling aspects (i.e., in both the gas and
solid phases) and uncertainties for which often compensating effects are present. Isolating
a specific modelling aspect (i.e., convection) in such scenarios is not possible given the
inter-connected nature of all the different physical processes involved (i.e., convective heat
transfer will be dependent on turbulence, combustion and radiation). The paper focuses
on listing the main modelling approaches for modelling convective heat transfer reporting
on possible advantages/disadvantages associated with each method. However, for the
reasons mentioned above, and to avoid (potentially) drawing the wrong conclusions, the
paper will not engage in a comprehensive discussion on the results available from previous
numerical studies in literature.

3.1. Experimental Correlations

A typical approach for determining convective heat transfer in CFD simulations is the
use of experimental (empirical) correlations based on non-dimensional numbers (i.e., the
Nusselt number Nu) for different types of flows [32,33].

3.1.1. Non-Dimensional Numbers

Before presenting the main experimental correlations, an overview of the non-
dimensional numbers involved in this approach is presented below:

• Reynolds number:

Re =
uLc

ν
=

ρuLc

µ
, (10)

expressing the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces, is typically used to characterize
whether a flow is laminar or turbulent in forced convection problems. The critical
Reynolds number (i.e., number above which the flow is turbulent) varies depending
on the flow configuration (e.g., Recrit = 5× 105 for flow over a plate) and can be used
to calculate the critical distance, xcr, from the leading edge of a surface, where the
flow becomes turbulent.

• Grashof number:

Gr =
gβ(Tw − T∞)L3

c
ν2 (11)
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expressing the ratio of buoyancy forces to viscous forces, is typically used in natural
convection problems.

• Prandtl number:

Pr =
ν

α
=

µcp

k
(12)

expressing the ratio of molecular diffusivity of momentum to molecular diffusivity of
heat across a fluid layer. The Prandtl number is used to characterize the relative thick-
ness of the momentum and thermal boundary layers (e.g., thicker thermal boundary
layer than momentum boundary layer for Pr < 1).

• Nusselt number:

Nu =
hLc

k
(13)

expressing the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer across a fluid layer. For
forced convection Nu = f (Re, Pr) while for natural convection Nu = f (Gr, Pr).

• Rayleigh number:
Ra = Gr · Pr (14)

expressing the ratio of buoyancy and viscosity forces multiplied by the ratio of mo-
mentum and thermal diffusivities, is typically used to characterise whether a flow is
laminar or turbulent in natural convection scenarios. The critical Rayleigh number
varies depending on the flow configuration and can be used to calculate the critical
distance, xcr, from the leading edge of a surface, where the flow becomes turbulent.

In the equations above, ρ is the density, u is the velocity, Lc is the characteristic length
(to be discussed in more detail below), ν is the kinematic viscosity, µ is the dynamic
viscosity, k is the thermal conductivity, cp is the specific heat and β is the volume expansion
coefficient (β = 1/T for ideal gases) of the fluid.

3.1.2. Film Temperature

The calculation of the non-dimensional numbers (i.e., Re, Gr, Pr, Nu, Ra) requires the
evaluation of the fluid properties (e.g., ν, α, k) at a given temperature. Fluid properties are
typically evaluated at the film temperature defined as [14]:

Tf ilm =
Tw + T∞

2
, (15)

which is the arithmetic mean of the surface temperature (i.e., Tw) and the free-stream
temperature (i.e., T∞). Within the context of CFD, T∞ is typically substituted by the
temperature in first grid cell, Tg.

3.1.3. Characteristic Length Lc

The characteristic length, Lc, over which convective heat transfer occurs depends on
the type of scenario considered (i.e., natural or forced convection). An overview regarding
the appropriate choice of Lc is provided in Figure 1.

• Forced convection:
For flow parallel to a plate: Lc = L where L is the distance of the plate over which the
fluid has to travel (i.e., in the direction of the flow). For flow around spheres: Lc = D
where D is the sphere diameter.

• Natural convection:
For vertical plates: Lc = L where L is the height of the plate. For horizontal plates:
Lc = As/p where As and p are the surface area and perimeter of the plate, respectively.
For spheres: Lc = D where D is the sphere diameter.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Characteristic length, Lc, for (a) forced and (b) natural convection scenarios. As and p are the surface area and
perimeter of the plate, respectively.

3.1.4. Correlations

A brief overview of the most widely used experimental correlations for the Nusselt
number, applicable to horizontal/vertical surfaces and spheres for both forced and natural
convection scenarios, is given below. It is worth noting that these experimental correla-
tions provide the average Nusselt number over the entire surface (i.e., use of the global
characteristic length Lc), an approach that is most widely used in CFD modelling. No
focus is given on experimental correlations based on the local Nusselt number (i.e., use of
local length scales). Therefore, the non-dimensional numbers i.e., Re and Ra involved in
Tables 2 and 3, respectively, have to be calculated based on the characteristic length Lc. For
completeness, a set of simplified correlations which calculate the convective heat transfer
coefficients, h, in the case of natural convection is included in Table 4. For a more complete
set of empirical correlations, the reader is referred to [14,32–34].

The characterisation of the type of flow for forced convection (i.e., in Table 2) and for
natural convection (i.e., in Tables 3 and 4) implies the following:

• Laminar flow: The flow is laminar over the entire surface.
• Turbulent flow: The flow is turbulent over the entire surface or when the laminar

region is too small relative to the turbulent region.
• Combined flow: For cases when the surface is sufficiently long for the flow to become

turbulent but not long enough to disregard the laminar region.

Table 2. Empirical correlations for the average Nusselt number for forced convection over isothermal
surfaces. The characteristic length, Lc, is defined in Section 3.1.3.

Geometry Lc Range of Validity Nu

Parallel to a plate
Laminar flow L Re ≤ 5× 105 Nu = 0.664Re1/2Pr1/3 [33]

0.6 ≤ Pr ≤ 60
Turbulent flow L 5× 105 ≤ Re ≤ ×107 Nu = 0.037Re4/5Pr1/3 [33]

0.6 ≤ Pr ≤ 60
Combined flow L 5× 105 ≤ Re ≤ ×107 Nu = (0.037Re4/5 − 871)Pr1/3 [33]

0.6 ≤ Pr ≤ 60

Around a sphere D 0 ≤ Re < 200 Nu = 2 + 0.6Re1/2Pr1/3 [35]
0 ≤ Pr ≤ 250
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Table 3. Empirical correlations for the average Nusselt number for natural convection over isothermal
surfaces. The characteristic length, Lc, is defined in Section 3.1.3.

Geometry Lc Range of Validity Nu

Vertical plate
Laminar flow L 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 109 Nu = 0.59Ra1/4 [32]
Turbulent flow L 109 ≤ Ra ≤ 1013 Nu = 0.1Ra1/3 [32]
Any type of flow L Ra ≤ 1012 Nu =

(
0.825 + 0.387Ra1/6

(1+(0.492/Pr)9/16)8/27

)2 [36]

Horizontal plate
Laminar flow As/p 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 107 Nu = 0.54Ra1/4 [32]
Turbulent flow As/p 107 ≤ Ra ≤ 1011 Nu = 0.15Ra1/3 [32]

Sphere D Ra ≤ 1011 Nu = 2 + 0.589Ra1/4

(1+(0.469/Pr)9/16)4/9 [37]
Pr ≥ 0.7

Table 4. Simplified correlations for the average Nusselt number for natural convection over isother-
mal surfaces [34]. The characteristic length, Lc, is defined in Section 3.1.3.

Geometry Lc Range of Validity h

Vertical plate
Laminar flow L 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 109 h = 1.42(∆T/Lc)1/4

Turbulent flow - 109 ≤ Ra ≤ 1013 h = 1.31(∆T)1/3

Horizontal plate
Laminar flow As/p 104 ≤ Ra ≤ 109 h = 1.32(∆T/Lc)1/4

Turbulent flow - 109 ≤ Ra ≤ 1013 h = 1.52(∆T)1/3

Determination of whether the flow is laminar or turbulent is made by calculation of the
Reynolds number for forced convection problems (e.g., [38]) and of the Rayleigh number
for natural convection problems (e.g., [39]). Determination as to whether a combined flow
exists over the surface, is made by comparing the critical distance, xcr, (i.e., based on either
the critical Reynolds or the critical Rayleigh number depending on the type of flow) with
the characteristic length of the problem, Lc. If xcr < Lc then the flow over the surface is
both laminar and turbulent (i.e., combined flow) while if xcr > Lc then the flow is laminar
throughout the whole length of the surface.

The convective heat transfer, h, coefficient can be back-calculated from the Nusselt
number by considering the fluid conductivity, k, and the characteristic length of the prob-
lem, Lc. Finally, the convective heat fluxes are then calculated based on Newton’s law as:

q̇′′c = h(Tg − Tw), (16)

where Tg is the first grid cell value in the gas phase and Tw is the surface temperature.
Convective heat transfer, within the context of fire-driven flows, is often modelled

considering experimental correlations based on the Nusselt number [14] for either natural or
forced convection. Nevertheless, there are some limitations associated with the use of such
approaches, including that they have been developed for non-reacting flows, considering
either iso-thermal or constant flux surfaces, and that they ignore mass transpiration effects.
In addition, when employed within the context of CFD the first grid cell values are used
as input in these correlations and not the free stream values since the latter are not well-
defined. For this reason, the predicted rates of heat transfer can be highly dependant on
the grid size [40]. It is also worth noting that uncertainties up to 25% have been reported
in the resulting values of the convective heat transfer coefficient based on the free-stream
properties and the roughness of the surface [14].
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Both natural convection and forced convection correlations have been applied in liter-
ature in the past in order to calculate the Nusselt number and then estimate h. For example,
in [41,42], it is assumed that natural convective heat transfer occurs at the surface of a
burning liquid similarly to a hot surface facing upwards (see horizontal plate correlations
in Table 2). On the other hand, a forced convection regime is assumed in [43]. It is of
interest here to note that for natural convection, the Grashof number is proportional to the
cubic power of the length scale L, i.e., Gr ∝ L3. Thus, Nu ∝ L3/4 in the laminar regime
and Nu ∝ L in the turbulent regime. As h is inversely proportional to L, one obtains a
−1/4 power dependence on L in the laminar regime and no dependence of h on L in
the turbulent regime. A similar reasoning for the forced convection regime (where Re
is used) yields a −1/2 power law dependence in the laminar regime and a −1/5 power
law dependence in the turbulent regime. Based on this dimensional analysis, the natural
convection correlations are particularly interesting from a modelling point of view because
they do not involve a length scale in the turbulent regime. This aspect would mainly be
important in scenarios involving complex geometries where a single characteristic length
scale would not be easily determined. In addition to the dimensional analysis, it is argued
in [41] that, from a fundamental standpoint, natural convection is more representative than
a forced convection with respect to the buoyancy-driven flow at the liquid surface.

Examples of modelling convective heat transfer using empirical correlation based on
the Nusselt number exist in literature, e.g., [44].

3.2. Law of the Wall

This approach employs the use of wall functions [45] in order to try to mimic the
sudden change of transport (i.e., from molecular to turbulent) in the vicinity of surfaces
without explicitly resolving the viscous sublayer (i.e., the smallest length scales). The
approach presented below is one of the available methods for modelling convective heat
transfer employed by the Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) code [23,46]. The main theory
follows dimensional analysis based on the idea that shear at the wall is constant. The
friction velocity, uτ =

√
τw/ρ, is an important scaling variable in the near-wall region,

from which the non-dimensional streamwise velocity, u+ = u/uτ , and non-dimensional
wall-normal stress distance, y+ = y/δv, can be defined where δv = ν/uτ = µ/(ρuτ) is the
viscous length scale.

The law of the wall [47] for velocity can then be approximated as:

• Smooth wall:

u+ = y+ f or y+ < 11.81

u+ =
1
κ

ln(y+) + B f or y+ ≥ 11.81,
(17)

where κ = 0.41 is the von Kármán constant and B = 5.2. The viscous and inertial
stresses are important in regions (i.e., called buffer layer) where 5 < y+ < 30. Follow-
ing [48], the solution in this region is approximated by matching the viscous region
and log regions at y+ = 11.81.

• Rough wall:

u+ =
1
κ

ln(
y
s
) + B̃(s+), (18)

where s+ = s/δv is the roughness length in viscous units and s is the dimensional
roughness. The parameter B̃ can be estimated based on a piecewise function as:

B̃ =


B + 1

κ ln(s+) f or s+ ≥ 5.83
B̃max f or 5.83 ≤ s+ < 30
B2 f or s+ ≥ 30,

(19)
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where B̃max = 9.5 and the parameter B̃ varies with s+ but reaches a constant value of
B2 = 8.5 in the fully rough limit [46].

By analogy to the near-wall model for velocity, the non-dimensional temperature is
defined as [46]:

T+ =
Tg − Tw

Tτ
, (20)

where Tg is the gas phase temperature of the first grid cell next to the wall and the Tw is the
wall temperature.

The law of the wall model for T+ is expressed as:

T+ = Pr y+ f or y+ ≤ 11.81

T+ =
Prt

κ
ln(y+) + BT f or y+ ≥ 11.81,

(21)

where Pr and Prt are the molecular and turbulent Prandtl numbers, respectively.
The temperature scale, Tτ , is defined as:

Tτ =
q̇
′′
c

ρcpuτ
, (22)

where q̇
′′
c is the convective heat flux at the wall, while ρ, cp and uτ are the fluid density, the

specific heat and the friction velocity, respectively.
The parameter BT , which is the integration constant from the relation between velocity

and temperature gradients, can be determined experimentally as, e.g., [49]:

BT = (3.85Pr1/3 − 1.3)2 + 2.12 ln(Pr). (23)

Finally, the convective heat transfer coefficient can then be calculated as:

h =
q̇
′′
c

Tg − Tw
=

ρcpuτ

T+
. (24)

The law of the wall type of models may be more appropriate for well-resolved LES
calculations in practical fire applications as they still require grid sizes that are not too
coarse through evaluation of the y+ values (i.e., the non-dimensional distance from the
wall to the first mesh node).

Examples of modelling convective heat transfer using the law of the wall exist in
literature, e.g., [50].

3.3. Wall-Resolved Approach

The wall-resolved approach implies the use of very fine grid sizes in order to resolve
the viscous sub and transition layers (i.e., contribution from sub-grid scale quantities is
zero). Within this approach, the convective heat fluxes can be calculated considering pure
heat transfer by conduction (i.e., Fourier’s law) in the first grid cells as:

q̇′′c = ραcp
dT
dn

, (25)

where ρ is the density, α is the molecular thermal diffusivity, cp is the specific heat, n denotes
the direction normal to the surface and dT/dn is the temperature gradient calculated using
the temperature in the first grid cell next to the wall and the wall temperature. The accuracy
of the wall-resolved approach will be strongly dependant on the size of the computational
grid and, typically, resolutions of the order of millimetres are needed in order to fully
resolve the boundary layer. The accuracy of the convective heat transfer model has been
reported to depend on the performance of the turbulence model in the near-wall region. In
addition, discrepancies in the predictions of the total heat fluxes near the base of vertical
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flammable walls have been reported due to laminar flow structures which cannot be easily
predicted by turbulence models [51].

Examples of fine-grained LES simulations of scenarios involving turbulent wall fires
in literature include, e.g., [51–54], reporting on the heat feedback to the fuel surface (i.e.,
predicted convective and radiative heat fluxes). Additionally, an embedded flame heat flux
method for simulations of quasi-steady state vertical flame spread has been reported. In
this method, the convective and radiative heat fluxes during steady state were extracted
from wall-resolved simulations and were used to improve the accuracy of coarse mesh
simulations by embedding them as boundary conditions for the solid phase [55].

• Special case: The convective heat fluxes calculated with Equation (25) will typically
start to be under-predicted with increasing grid size. To compensate for the reduction
in the resolved heat fluxes, use of the effective thermal diffusivity can be made for
calculating the convecting heat fluxes:

q̇′′c = ραe f f cp
dT
dn

, (26)

where αe f f = α+ αsgs and αsgs are the effective and sub-grid scale thermal diffusivities,
respectively. This approach considers sub-grid scale effects and attempts to model
the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, without the explicit need of an empirical
correlation through the use of a turbulence model.

The accuracy of this modelling approach will be dependant on the employed grid
size as well as on the performance of the turbulence model near the wall. Ideally, the
turbulence model should be able to predict vanishing turbulence close to the surface and
to capture transitions from laminar to turbulent flows. Capturing these modelling aspects
with turbulence models using constant coefficients will be more challenging as opposed to
dynamic turbulence models. Towards the DNS limit, the sub-grid scale thermal diffusivity
would tend to zero in this case and any heat transfer would be by pure conduction (i.e.,
Fourier’s law). This requirement will be satisfied by the dynamic Smagorinsky model,
since the model parameter will tend to zero as the grid size approaches the Kolmogorov
length scale, in contrast to the Smagorinsky model using a constant coefficient which will
introduce a fixed error [56].

A convective heat transfer model, based on the concept of the effective thermal
diffusivity, with a correction of the convective fluxes at coarse grids was recently reported
in literature [11]. Additionally, the model has been applied to model convective heat
transfer in upward flame spread of Single Burning Items (SBI) scenarios [12].

4. Specific Treatment of Burning Surfaces

In this section, the analogy between convective heat transfer and convective mass
transfer is briefly outlined. In addition, an analysis of the additional aspects that need to
be considered in scenarios involving simultaneously heat and mass transfer is given and
an overview of different approaches specifically developed for modelling convective heat
transfer of burning surfaces is presented. Finally, selected CFD results from the application
of different modelling approaches for modelling convective heat transfer in pool fire and
flame spread scenarios are presented.

4.1. Convective Mass Transfer: Analogy with Convective Heat Transfer

The dimensionless number involved in mass transfer problems, equivalent to the
Nusselt number for heat transfer, is the Sherwood number defined as:

Sh =
hmLc

D
, (27)
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expressing the ratio of the convective mass transfer to the rate of diffusive mass transport
across a fluid layer. In the equation above, hm is the convective mass transfer coefficient, Lc
is the characteristic length of the problem and D is the mass diffusion coefficient.

Additionally, the Schmidt number (i.e., equivalent to Prandtl number in heat transfer)
is defined as:

Sc =
ν

D
=

µ

ρD
, (28)

expressing as the ratio of momentum diffusivity and mass diffusivity. The Sc number is
used to characterise fluid flows in which simultaneous momentum and mass diffusion
processes occur.

Since Pr ≈ Sc ≈ 0.7 for combustion gases, then Le = Pr/Sc ≈ 1 and it can be shown
that hm = h/cp. This way, the mass transfer coefficient can be computed from heat transfer
results (i.e., it stems from the Reynolds analogy which relates heat and mass transfer when
Le ≈ 1). The mass transfer coefficients, hm, for forced convection problems can be obtained
from Table 2 with the Prandtl number, Pr, replaced by the Schmidt number, Sc, and the
Nusselt number, Nu, replaced by the Sherwood number, Sh (i.e., Sh = f (Re, Sc) ). An
overview of these correlations is presented in Table 5.

Table 5. Empirical correlations for the average Sherwood number for forced convection over surfaces.
The characteristic length, Lc, is defined in Section 3.1.3.

Geometry Lc Range of Validity Sh

Parallel to a plate
Laminar flow L Re ≤ 5× 105 Sh = 0.664Re1/2Sc1/3 [33]

0.6 ≤ Sc ≤ 60
Turbulent flow L 5× 105 ≤ Re ≤ ×107 Sh = 0.037Re4/5Sc1/3 [33]

0.6 ≤ Sc ≤ 60
Combined flow L 5× 105 ≤ Re ≤ ×107 Sh = (0.037Re4/5 − 871)Sc1/3 [33]

0.6 ≤ Sc ≤ 60

Around a sphere D 0 ≤ Re < 200 Sh = 2 + 0.6Re1/2Sc1/3 [35]
0 ≤ Sc ≤ 250

Alternatively, use can also be made of experimental correlations for the Sherwood
number [9] derived from burning surfaces. A brief overview of some, typically used,
correlations in literature is presented below.

• Natural convective burning over vertical plates [57]:

Sh =
ṁ
′′
cpLc

k
=

0.66Ra1/4
∗

ΣPr3/4 , Ra∗ ≤ 109(Laminar f low) (29)

Sh =
ṁ
′′
cpLc

k
=

0.0284Ra0.4
∗

ΣPr2/3 , Ra∗ > 109(Turbulent f low) (30)

with

Gr∗ =
(

Lv

4cpT∞

)(
gL3

ν2

)
(31)

Σ =

[
1 + B

ln(1 + B)B

]1/2[1 + 0.5Pr/(1 + B)
3(B + τo)η + τo

]1/4

(32)

τo =
cp(Tign − T∞)

Lv
(33)

η = 1− θ1/3
FO (34)

θFO =
ro(B + 1)
B(ro + 1)

(35)
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ro =
YO2,∞

rYF,o
(36)

B =
YO2,∞∆HO2 − cp(Tign − T∞)

Lv
, (37)

where Ra∗ = Gr∗ · Pr is a modified Rayleigh number, Lv is the latent heat of vaporiza-
tion of the fuel, ν is the kinematic viscosity, YF,o is the mass fraction of the fuel, O2,∞ is
the oxygen mass fraction in ambient air and r is the stoichiometric mass oxygen to
fuel ratio.

• Forced convective burning of a flat plate [58]:

Sh =
ṁ
′′
cpLc

k
= 0.385

uLc

ν

1/2
Pr

ln(1 + B)
B0.15 (38)

where u is the flow velocity, ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and B is the
B-number of the fuel.

4.2. Blowing Effect

In fire scenarios (e.g., related to pool fires and flame spread) which involve simultane-
ously both convective heat and mass transfer, consideration of mass transpiration effects
(i.e., ‘blowing’ effect) has to be made. This correction (i.e., blocking) factor, applied to the
calculation of the convective heat fluxes, represents a reduction in the heat transfer process
as mass transfer increases (e.g., release of flammable fuel vapours in liquid pool fires or
combustible solid surfaces) and can be calculated as [9]:

fblowing =
(cp · ṁ′′)/h

exp[(cp · ṁ′′)/h]− 1
, (39)

where cp is the specific heat of the fluid, h is the convection coefficient and ṁ′′ is the fuel
mass loss rate per unit area. The parameter fblowing, which varies between 0 and 1 (i.e.,
approaches 1 as ṁ′′ → 0), acts to enlarge the boundary layer, due to blowing caused by the
vaporized fuel, making it difficult to transfer heat across it [9]. For a detailed derivation of
Equation (39) the reader is referred to [9].

Figure 2 presents the magnitude of the fblowing factor for several fuels (i.e., both sooty
and non-sooty) and pool diameters (i.e., 7 cm–100 cm). The experimental data are taken
from [59,60] while a value of h/cp = 0.0065 kg/(m2· s) for turbulent lip fires [15] has been
considered. The results, as expected, suggest that for sootier fuels (e.g., toluene) and for
increasing burner diameters, the blowing factor values decrease (i.e., significant blockage
of convective heat towards the fuel surface).

Figure 2. Magnitude of the fblowing (Equation (39)) factor for several fuels and pool diameters.
Experimental data for the mass loss rate per unit area taken from [59,60].
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The effect of mass transpiration (i.e., blockage of convective heat transfer with increas-
ing mass transfer rates) has been reported experimentally in the past for upward spread
scenarios over vertical PMM slabs [20]. Additionally, the inclusion of mass transpiration
effects has also been considered when modelling flame spread using the approaches based
on the law of the wall (e.g., [50]), based on the stagnant film theory (e.g., [12]) as well as on
the convective heat transfer model of FireFOAM 2.2.x (e.g., [61–63]).

4.3. Modelling Approaches

An overview of approaches related to convective heat transfer modelling which are
applicable when burning surfaces are involved, and that have appeared in the literature in
the past, are presented in this section. The modelling approaches, previously presented in
Section 3, are also applicable here even though not explicitly developed for flows involving
burning surfaces.

• Based on the stagnant film theory [15,16]:
The model is based on a 1D steady stagnant film approach and describes the gas-phase
combustion process by considering known heat transfer relationships. The convective
heat fluxes can be calculated as [9]:

q̇′′c =
h
cp

[(
χa − χr

χa

)
YO2,∞∆HO2 − cp(Tw − T∞)

]
· fblowing, (40)

where χa is the combustion efficiency of the fuel, χr is the (global) radiative fraction,
YO2,∞ is the ambient oxygen mass fraction, ∆HO2 is the heat of combustion per kg of O2
consumed (i.e., approximately 13.1 MJ/kg for many hydrocarbon fuels), cp is the heat
capacity, Tw is the surface temperature which, in a fully developed fire, can be taken as
the boiling point for a liquid or the ignition temperature for a solid, T∞ is the ambient
temperature and fblowing is a correction for the ‘blowing’ effect (i.e., see Section 4.2).
This expression stems from the classical B-number theory which describes liquid fuel
evaporation due to convective heat transfer from nearby flames [9]. Estimation of
the convection coefficients, h, can be made through the use of empirical experimental
correlations based on the Nusselt number (e.g., Tables 2 and 3). The calculation
of the convective heat fluxes based on the stagnant film theory does not involve
the flame temperature directly (i.e., Equation (40)) rather only indirectly through
the temperature-dependent properties (e.g., convection coefficient h, heat capacity
cp, thermal conductivity k, and Prandtl number Pr). For a detailed derivation of
Equation (40) the reader is referred to [9]. It is interesting to note that Equation (40)
can be re-written as:

q̇′′c = h(Tf − Ts), (41)

where Tf is a global flame temperature calculated as:

Tf = T∞ +

(
(χa − χr)∆HO2

χacp

)(
YO2,∞∆HO2

cp

)
. (42)

The concept of a global flame temperature is further discussed, in the context of liquid
pool fires, in [42].
Employing the stagnant film theory for modelling convective heat transfer has been
considered in literature in the past e.g., for predicting the mass loss rates of pool fires
(e.g., [16,42]), for determining the convective heat fluxes from pool fire experiments
(e.g., [64]) and in numerical simulations involving liquid pool fires in mechanically
ventilated compartments (e.g., [65,66]). The method based on stagnant film theory,
previously shown to be both accurate and grid insensitive for pool fires [67], has had
limited applicability on CFD simulations of flame spread until recently, e.g., [12] but
has been employed in a global analytical model [68] for determining the convective
heat feedback from the gas-phase combustion to the surface of charring materials.
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• FireFOAM 2.2.x model:

– If ṁ′′pyrol < 10−4 kg/(m2· s):

q̇′′c =
min(max(0, q̇′′c, laminar), q̇′′c, threshold)

q̇′′c, threshold
q̇′′c, f lame (43)

– If ṁ′′pyrol ≥ 10−4 kg/(m2· s):

q̇′′c = q̇′′c, f lame · fblowing, (44)

where ṁ′′pyrol is the mass loss rate due to pyrolysis of the solid fuel, q̇′′c, laminar =

−αρcp
∂T
∂s is the convective heat flux calculated based on the molecular thermal diffu-

sivity (positive for heating up of the wall, i.e., Tg > Tw), s is the direction normal to
the wall, q̇′′c, threshold is a threshold value (e.g., in the range of 0.5 kW/m2 [61]), q̇′′c, f lame

is the maximum value (e.g., in the range of 15 kW/m2 [61]) of the convective heat flux
without mass transfer (i.e., calculated based on an average temperature difference and
a convection coefficient value) and fblowing is a correction for the ‘blowing’ effect (i.e.,
see Section 4.2). This approach, does not directly take into account the local properties
of the flow and considers that the convective heat fluxes remain relatively constant
with elevation (i.e., the convective heat transfer coefficient, h, is not calculated). The
first part of the wall function is employed in the early stages of flame spread when
pre-heating of the virgin material occurs and there is no (substantial) burning. In this
case, a linear function will assign a fraction of the a priori-determined convective heat
flux in the fuel surface based on the fire intensity (i.e., determined by the resolved
convective heat flux) in this area [61,62].
The convective heat transfer approach used in FireFOAM 2.2.x has some deficiencies.
More specifically, a constant q̇′′c, f lame value is employed and the convective heat
fluxes only change due to mass transpiration effects, not directly accounting for local
properties of the flow (i.e., in the determination of the q̇′′c, f lame). Effectively, the main
part of the convective heat transfer model (i.e., Equation (43)) does not explicitly
consider the flame temperature for determining the convective heat transfer value,
since q̇′′c, f lame is an a-priori determined value, rather it is only used for calculating
q̇′′c, laminar.
Examples of modelling convective heat transfer using this approach exist in literature
when it comes to flame spread over large-scale configurations, e.g., [62,63].

4.4. Special Topic: Convective Heat Transfer within the Liquid

When computing the convective heat flux at the liquid surface, besides the convective
heat transfer coefficient, h, and the gas phase temperature, Tg, the liquid surface tempera-
ture is required. In general, when steady-state in fully-developed conditions is considered,
the surface temperature is generally taken as the boiling temperature of the liquid. How-
ever, when transient calculations are sought, the surface temperature is calculated using a
heat balance, which, in the most advanced approach, is coupled to the convective motion
of the liquid by solving the Navier-Stokes equations as in e.g., [69,70].

The convective motion of the liquid may be caused by several mechanisms which,
most likely, occur simultaneously. The first mechanism is due to the non-uniform heat flux
distribution at the surface of the liquid which yields a non-uniform surface temperature
distribution and consequently surface tension gradients therein. The liquid moves then
from low surface tension regions to high surface tension regions. This is known as the
Marangoni or capillary effect. The convective motion of the liquid may also be caused by a
temperature difference between the liquid and the burner walls. A third potential cause for
liquid motion is in-depth radiation, which causes the liquid temperature slightly beneath
the surface to be higher than the surface temperature. This results in a hydrodynamic
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instability (called the Rayleigh-Bénard instability), making the hot liquid rise above the
slightly less hot liquid.

Detailed experimental data on the convective motion of the liquid in a pool fire remain
very scarce. To the best of our knowledge, the most comprehensive experimental work on
this topic has been carried out by Vali and his co-workers (e.g., [71]) where the flow field
within the liquid has been measured using PIV and the thermal structure (of the liquid)
has been characterised using thermocouples. However, the work remained limited to a
9 cm-diameter methanol pool fire.

From a modelling perspective, solving the Navier-Stokes equations, as done by Fuku-
moto et al. [69], remains a very computationally intensive approach for ‘practical’ fire
dynamics simulations where a lot of resources are mainly devoted to the gas phase, given
its importance with respect, for example, to tenability and structural integrity. The most
common approach is to treat the liquid as a ‘thermally-thick solid’ by solving a 1D Fourier’s
equation. In [43], convective motion of the liquid and the subsequent increased heat-up
are indirectly accounted for by using the ‘effective thermal conductivity’, ke f f , which is
calculated as:

ke f f = Nui · k, (45)

where k is the actual thermal conductivity of the liquid and Nui is the ‘internal’ Nusselt
number (within the liquid), not to be confused with the Nusselt number used for convective
heat transfer at the interface between the liquid and the surrounding gas.

In [43], Nui is calculated from a correlation for internally heated horizontal plane layer
with isothermal top boundary and thermally insulated bottom boundary:

Nui = 0.338Ra0.227
i (46)

The internal Rayleigh number, Rai, is calculated as:

Rai =
gβq̇

′′′
r L5

kνα
f (η), (47)

where g is the gravitational acceleration while β, ν and α are the coefficient of thermal
expansion, the kinematic viscosity and the thermal diffusivity of the liquid, respectively.
The variable q̇

′′′
r is a volumetric source term for in-depth radiation, L is the liquid depth, η is

the non-dimensional length-scale and f is a pre-defined function describing the distribution
of radiation over the liquid depth (see [43] for more details).

The above approach has been further analysed and discussed by Beji [72] where the
internal Nusselt number is calculated considering the configuration of a ‘horizontal cavity
heated from below’:

Nui = 0.069Ra1/3
i Pr0.074. (48)

The internal Rayleigh number is calculated as:

Rai =
gβ∆Tl3

in−depth

να
, (49)

where the length scale, lin−depth, and the temperature difference, ∆T, characterising the
hydrodynamically unstable region (due to in-depth radiation) are calculated analytically
(and numerically).

4.5. Special Topic: Influence of Grid Size

It is worth noting that in the case of turbulent wall fires (i.e., involving both inert
and/or flammable surfaces), the use of smaller grid sizes will result in higher convective
heat fluxes at the fuel surface due to better resolution of the flame temperature in the
near-wall region and due to the fact that heat is distributed over smaller cell volumes.
The way pyrolysis is usually modelled in CFD codes (i.e., there’s no fuel mass fraction
boundary condition at the wall surface) does not affect the reaction rate in the gas phase.
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This is not the case for liquid pool fires where a fuel mass fraction boundary condition is
imposed and used when solving the gas phase equations. Decreasing the grid size results
in higher fuel mass fraction values in the first cells above the fuel surface (i.e., development
of a fuel rich region typically on the centreline and on the burner edges). This aspect
decreases the reaction rate and the gas temperature on the first grid cells, which in turn
decreases the convective heat fluxes as well. This is primarily a numerical issue that can
occur when the calculation of the convective heat fluxes in pool fires is based on the first
grid cell values and the surface temperature. In such cases, a decrease in the convective
heat fluxes with decreasing grid size will occur around the centre of the pool fire and can
potentially affect the numerical predictions if liquid evaporation is modelled. This aspect
has been reported/discussed in the past by [43,67,73] in the context of pool fire modelling.
A suggested guideline would be to avoid the calculation of the convective heat fluxes based
on the first grid cell values as these approaches will be highly grid sensitive. Rather the use
of an average gas phase temperature (i.e., determined a-priori or dynamically during the
simulation) could be a good alternative.

5. Applications

A selection of numerical results from the application of different approaches for
modelling convective heat transfer in scenarios involving burning surfaces (i.e., pool fire
and flame spread cases) is presented in this section. The CFD code that was used for the
numerical simulations is FireFOAM 2.2.x [22], originally developed by FM Global. The
main objective is to illustrate the influence that the different approaches for modelling
convective heat transfer can have either on the heat fluxes at the fuel surface (i.e., for pool
fires) or on the resulting heat release rates (i.e., for flame spread scenarios).

5.1. Pool Fires

The target test case includes the medium-scale (i.e., 30 cm) methanol pool fire (i.e.,
19 kW) experiments reported by Kim et al. [60] while the presented numerical results
are reproduced from [67]. A cylindrical domain having dimensions 1.5 m × 1.8 m was
used to model the case. The base mesh consisted of 2 cm cells on the centreline which
were then stretched towards the side and top boundaries of the domain (i.e., ratio of
initial to final grid size was 1.5). A local grid refinement strategy was then employed in
order to have a grid resolution of 0.5 cm in the near-field region of the pool fires (i.e., see
Figure 3). Turbulence was modelled with the dynamic Smagorinsky model employing
a variable Prandtl number approach. Chemistry was considered to be infinitely fast and
turbulence-chemistry interactions were modelled with the Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM)
considering a turbulent mixing time scale (i.e., CEDM = 2). Radiation was modelled
with the finite volume discrete ordinates model (fvDOM) and the absorption/emission
term was modelled through the weighted sum of gray gases model (WSGGM). In total,
72 solid angles were used for angular discretization in the solution of the radiative transfer
equation (i.e., with radiation solved every 20th time step). The characteristic lengths, Lc,
for the natural and forced convection modelling approaches presented below are chosen as
Lc, natural = As/p = 0.075 m and Lc, f orced = D = 0.3 m, respectively (see Section 3.1.3).
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Figure 3. Overview of the computational domain, local grid refinement (i.e., 2 cm, 1 cm, 0.5 cm)
employed in the numerical simulation of the 30 cm methanol pool fire [67].

The predicted convective heat fluxes at the methanol pool surface with different
approaches for modelling the convection are presented in Figure 4. Overall, a strong grid
dependency is observed in the predictions with the approaches based on the effective
thermal diffusivity, forced and natural convection (i.e., for all methods directly relying on
the first grid cell values when determining the convective heat fluxes). With the use of
coarse grid sizes (i.e., few cells across the pool diameter), fuel and oxidiser mix rapidly and
produce high reaction rates above the pool surface. As the grid size is refined (i.e., more
cells across the pool diameter), a fuel-rich region starts to develop, which then produces
lower reaction rates above the pool surface. The result of this is that higher temperature
differences (i.e., calculated based on the first grid cell and the surface temperature) are
obtained when coarser cells are used as opposed to finer cells. This resulting decrease
in the temperature difference, ∆T, when the grid becomes smaller affects the calculated
convective heat fluxes directly (i.e., through Newton’s law) as well as the calculated Grashof
numbers for natural convection scenarios indirectly. The forced convection approach is not
significantly affected by this aspect as it does not directly depend on temperature, rather
on the velocity in the first grid cell which remains fairly constant around the centreline.
Nevertheless, a noticeable grid dependency is observed at radial locations which are off-
centre. The approach based on the stagnant film theory (i.e., Equation (40)), for which
the convective heat fluxes do not directly depend on the local gas phase temperature (i.e.,
rather temperature is only used for the calculation of the convective heat transfer coefficient
h), shows minimal effects of grid dependency. The reader is referred to [24,25], where
additional analysis is included as well as the predicted temperature and velocity fields
above the surface of the methanol pool fires are presented.
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Figure 4. Average convective heat fluxes at the methanol pool surface as a function of grid size
with the approach based on (a) the effective thermal diffusivity, (b) forced convection, (c) natural
convection and (d) the stagnant film theory. Experimental data from [59,60] and simulation results
from Maragkos et al. [67].

5.2. Flame Spread

The target test case includes the Single Burning Item (SBI) experiments with Medium
Density Fiberboard (MDF) reported by Zeinali et al. [74,75]. The experiments include two
flammable walls (i.e., long and short) positioned perpendicular to each other to form a
corner (see Figure 5). The widths of the long and short walls are 1 m and 0.5 m, respectively,
while their height is 1.5 m. A 30 kW triangular propane (C3H8) burner is used as fire
source having a side dimension of 0.25 m, located at the corner at a distance of 0.04 m from
the walls. There is a ramp-up time of 30 s until the peak HRR of the burner is reached.
The presented numerical results are reproduced from [12]. The computational domain
has a rectangular shape with dimensions of 1 m × 2 m × 1 m (length × height × width).
A local grid refinement was considered using mesh sizes ranging between 1 cm to 4 cm,
focusing on having the smaller grid resolution in locations where burning would occur (see
Figure 5). The dynamic Smagorinsky model was used to model turbulence together with
a dynamic procedure for the Prandtl number. Chemistry was considered to be infinitely
fast and the Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) (i.e., CEDM = 2) was used for modelling the
turbulence–chemistry interactions. The finite volume discrete ordinates model (fvDOM)
was used for radiation, neglecting absorption and modelling the emission term through the
constant radiative fraction approach. The global radiative fraction, χr, in the simulations
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varied between χr, burner = 0.25 and χr, wall = 0.35 depending on the mass flow rates of
burner and the burning walls. In total, 72 solid angles were used for angular discretization
in the solution of the radiative transfer equation (i.e., with radiation solved every 20th
time step). For the thermal decomposition of the solid walls a simplified 1D pyrolysis
model was employed which solved conservation equations for mass and energy using
a fully implicit scheme. Pyrolysis was modelled using a single-step Arrhenius reaction
considering three species: virgin material, char and pyrolysate. More details regarding the
modelling as well as the optimised material used for the MDF walls are provided in [12].
The characteristic lengths, Lc, for the natural convection modelling approach presented
below is chosen as Lc, natural = 1.5 m (i.e., height of walls—see Section 3.1.3).

Figure 5. Illustration of the computational mesh used in the numerical simulations. Figure repro-
duced from [12].

The evolution of the total (i.e., burner plus walls) heat release rate and the convective
heat fluxes at sensor S1 (i.e., located on the long wall and positioned 21 cm from the
bottom and 5 cm from the corner) as a function of time, with different approaches for
modelling convective heat transfer, is presented in Figure 6. Given the uncertainties related
to gas phase (i.e., turbulence, combustion, radiation and heat transfer) and solid phase (i.e.,
pyrolysis) modelling, the predictions using the effective thermal diffusivity are fairly good
when compared to the experiments. More specifically, the predicted initial flame growth
period, the maximum value of the HRR as well as the burning of the walls during the decay
phase are all fairly well predicted. The predictions of the stagnant film theory approach
were fair in the initial flame growth period but under-estimated the maximum value of
the HRR and over-estimated the burning intensity of the flammable walls in the decay
phase. These discrepancies can be potentially linked to the calculation of the convection
coefficient which does not consider the local flow properties. The approach based on natural
convection predicted well the decay phase but under-estimated both the maximum HRR
value and the initial flame growth period, with the discrepancies possible stemming from
the temperature sensitivity in the calculation of the convection coefficient. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that the blowing effect is neglected with this approach, which would
essentially further reduce the predicted convective heat fluxes and would result in lower
HRR predictions. Finally, the approach employed in FireFOAM 2.2.x predicted with fair
accuracy the initial flame growth period but under-estimated the maximum value of the
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HRR and performed poorly in the decay phase by over-estimating the burning of the walls.
A possible reason for the discrepancies could be that the convective heat fluxes are not
calculated considering the local flow properties, rather only change in the presence of mass
transfer [12].

Overall, convective heat transfer can be potentially be important in upward flame
spread scenarios. Convective heat transfer contributes to the pre-heating of the virgin
material during the early stages of flame spread and failing to accurately model it can
greatly affect the burning behaviour (i.e., time to reach the maximum HRR, the maximum
HRR value, decay phase) of flammable surfaces.
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Figure 6. Temporal evolution of the (a) total (i.e., burner plus walls) heat release rate and (b) the
convective heat fluxes at sensor S1 with different approaches for modelling convection. Experimental
data from Zeinali et al. [74,75] and simulation results from Maragkos et al. [12].
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6. Concluding Remarks

The present paper focused on convective heat transfer and presented a review of the
most commonly used approaches for modelling convective heat transfer with CFD, using
Large Eddy Simulations (LES), in the context of fire-driven flows. The main assumptions,
advantages and disadvantages of each modelling approach were outlined. The target cases
that were examined mainly involved pool fires and turbulent wall fires, geometries that are
very common and of practical importance in most fire scenarios. Numerical results from
the application of different approaches for modelling convection were also presented in
order to illustrate the influence that convective heat transfer can have in scenarios where
the heat feedback to the fuel surface can be important (e.g., flame spread cases).

In general, more experimental data for individual heat flux components (i.e., radiative
and convective) are needed for medium and large-scale flame spread scenarios. Cur-
rently, this is not the case due to experimental uncertainties/limitations. Nevertheless,
measurements of local heat fluxes in simpler scenarios, e.g., involving steady laminar
boundary layer diffusion flames [13], do exist in literature even though such conditions
are not representative of typical fire cases. Often, model ‘validation’ is performed by
considering (convective/radiative) heat fluxes obtained from fine-grained simulations (see
e.g., [11,51,54,55]) which even though can be a good alternative it is also not necessarily
free of errors (e.g., due to combustion/radiation modelling uncertainties in the region near
the wall and challenging low dissipative schemes). Similar difficulties are also present in
the context of pool fires and pose limitations for the validation of convective heat transfer
models. Experimental measurements typically report the total heat fluxes and estimation of
the convective component is made through the use of the stagnant film theory, e.g., [60,76].
The development of an experimental database, reporting on accurate measurements of
convective heat fluxes for a range of fire scenarios, would be helpful towards further
improving the accuracy of convection modelling with CFD codes.
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